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!
Remembering August release their latest single Stay, from their forthcoming second EP Brother, on 20th 
October 2014. Formed from a collision of musical taste and a tangle of blonde locks, Remembering August are a 
duo steadily captivating intimate audiences across Wales. 

Stay fuses smouldering romance with yearning anguish to beautiful effect - their soaring soul-filled harmonies are 
absolutely flawless. Straight from the start, you can hear the passion in their voices that is not far from the 
emotional chemistry of The Civil Wars and Lady Antebellum. The layering of instruments from the strings and 
keys enhances this further with the result sounding intimate, intriguing and, like your first kiss, makes you fall in love 
all over again. 

Having met whilst studying Music Technology in Bridgend South Wales, Jessie Hallett and Luke Searle 
discovered they shared the same love of classic 70s artists such as Fleetwood Mac, Bruce Springsteen and 
Bob Seger. Although both only 18, there’s a Stevie Nicks/Lyndsay Buckingham chemistry, which generates a 
combination of mystery, charm and passion.  

Soon after, they met Ed Sheeran collaborator, Amy Wadge, who instantly connected with the duo and offered to 
produce their debut EP. This led to airplay on BBC Radio Wales, Radio Cardiff, Radio Newport and GTFM. In 
May 2014, they were also chosen to open for Katy Perry on her Birmingham LG Arena show. 

Stay is released on 20th October 2014. 

• Remembering August is available for interviews. 
• EPK, photos and artwork available upon request 
• Website: www.rememberingaugust.co.uk !
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